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FOUNTAINE PAJOT SANYA 57082

IN FrENch dESIgNEr STYlE, cATAmArAN SPEcIAlISTS FOUNTAINE PAJOT 
hAvE lAUNchEd ThEIr ‘FlAgShIP clASS’ SANYA 57 mOdEl, A STYlISh 
INTErPrETATION OF hOw A lArgE blUEwATEr-cAPAblE crUISINg cAT 

ShOUld bE dESIgNEd. Anthony twibill gOES SAIlINg – FlAT OUT.

the great 
escape
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SMOOTH SAILING 
Above left and above: 
Despite the massive 
beam and vast deck 
spaces, sailing the 
Fountaine Pajot 
Sanya 57 is a breeze. 
Right: The galley 
has all the luxury 
amenities of home. 

FOUNTAINE PAJOT SANYA 57084

For cruising sailors, the twin-hulled catamaran 
‘platform’ divides opinion at more marina and 
yacht club bars than almost any other topic 

among bluewater cruising salts, young or old. 
The ‘level playing field’ of catamaran sailing is loved 

by the converts who appreciate the wide open space, 
speed and level cruising attitude of a catamaran, while 
at the same time being loathed by monohull purists for 
whom true sailing is all about heeling and heading high 
into the breeze, sailing in the groove, with fingertips 
tweaking the helm, trimming the sails to perfection.

While there’s plenty of choice out there in sailing yacht 
brands with no shortage of different strokes for different 
blokes, when it comes to cruising, the sailing catamaran 
is gaining the high ground in popularity over traditional 
monohulls. In the sailing fraternity at least, luxury cruising 
increasingly involves as much space and comfort as 
possible and all the luxury amenities of home. The wide 
beam of a catamaran’s twin-hulled platform, together with 
the main saloon living space and aft cockpit deck on one 
level, more like a motor yacht, is an attraction that’s hard 
for seasoned sailors used to extensive bluewater, even 
global, cruising, to ignore. Having your main living area 
at deck level encircled by windows and bathed in light, 
compared to a typical monohull sailing yacht with the 
indoor living areas often deep and dark in the yacht’s hull, 
is attracting more sailing converts to the attractions  
of cruising in catamarans.

The new Sanya 57 luxury catamaran, 
together with its smaller, more recently 
launched sibling the Hélia 44 (of similar 
design and styling) is set to further 
brighten this long-running debate among 
cruising yachties. Built by Fountaine 
Pajot, with design and styling fashioned  
in association with the Berret Racoupeau 
design office, the contemporary new 
look of these models shines a new light 
on cruising catamarans, which are often 
known more for their space and utility 
aboard than the attractiveness of their 
nautical styling. 

The Sanya 57 brings to the luxury 
catamaran market a host of innovative 
new features designed to maximise space 
and comfort aboard – and look great 
doing so! Coupled with class-leading 
sailing speed, stability and safety at sea, 
it’s a boat that will thrill any big-cat lover, 
particularly would-be owners who are 
considering world cruising, and a design 
that raises the standard in the luxury 
cruising catamaran class.

Presenting a high-volume design that 
still manages to retain a streamlined, 
low-profile appearance that’s particularly 
appealing to the eye, Fountaine Pajot’s 
well-executed craftsmanship is evident in 
the excellent finish and seamless blending 
of hulls, deck spaces and coach-house.
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LUXURY OF SPACE 
Above: Looking 
forward through the 
light-filled saloon to 
the well-designed  
nav station. Left:  
One of five double 
cabins in the 
standard layout. 
Above right: The 
helm station offers 
room for guests and 
superb visibility, 
with lines, winches 
and boom all easily 
accessible. 

FOUNTAINE PAJOT SANYA 57 087

First sighted by the Australian public at the 2012 
Sydney Boat Show, the sweeping lines of the big new 
Sanya drew an equally long line of admirers, no doubt 
dreaming of escaping their day-to-day lives to voyage 
the deep blue sea, sailing the trade winds to far-flung 
island destinations. With a recent surge of self-funded 
retirees and baby-boomers exhibiting an urge to explore 
the world (given the requisite financial means to do 
so) this magnificent sailing vessel could be a genuine 
‘home away from home’ on the high seas. If a luxury 
five-bedroom apartment could set sail, then the Sanya 57 
seems just the ticket for that great escape.

The new design of this boat seems to have ticked so 
many boxes for the many dreamers who inspected her at 
the Sydney show, it’s evident that a revolution in thinking 
must have been going on at Fountaine Pajot recently. 
The yard and its design partners have clearly considered 
what current-day cruising sailors would wish for in  
a perfect cruising catamaran under sail and they have 
set out to deliver it. While this may seem an obvious 
statement, it’s not every day that such an innovative  
new cat arrives on the scene, and this 57-footer really 
does set a new benchmark in cruising appeal for  
a bluewater luxury sailing catamaran of its size on the 
world market today. 

Stepping aboard the Sanya, a wide flight of boarding 
steps leads you to an expansive teak-laid cockpit 
under a large, protective hardtop. Immediately there’s 
a welcoming sense of space and relaxing comfort 
in the contemporary styling as you gaze from the aft 
entertaining deck forward into an ultra-modern, well-
appointed saloon, large galley and entertaining spaces. 
The first – and lasting – impression that besets you after 
just a minute aboard the Sanya 57 is one of “Yes! I could 
easily spend months cruising aboard this beauty!”  
It’s clear, the designers have done their job well. 

Upon closer inspection of the whole 
boat, however, the appeal continues 
to grow. Standout features from my 
perspective include the superb position, 
visibility and layout of the helm station to 
starboard up a short flight of stairs from 
the aft cockpit. Adjacent to the helm 
is an upper deck ‘flying lounge’ area 
on the coach-house rooftop, which is 
wonderful for relaxing under the large, 
roachy mainsail – I think it’s the standout 
lifestyle feature of this new design, despite 
its many other attractions, including the 
luxury of space in the saloon, the aft deck 
and accommodation below.

According to Mark Elkington of Multihull 
Solutions, the Australian/NZ distributor 
of Fountaine Pajot (among other leading 
catamaran brands), the new Sanya 57 
model is already proving popular with two 
new orders for the near $2 million dollar 
cat having been taken (from Australian 
buyers) since the August 2012 showing in 
Sydney. Interest has continued unabated 
since the first boat’s arrival in Australia, 
and according to Elkington, negotiations 
are underway with other interested would-
be owners talking of world cruising and 
taking two to three years to enjoy a great 
life change. One of the owners-to-be 
of a brand new Sanya has never had 
a big boat before, but sailed on every 
16- to 18-metre cat on the market before 
choosing the Sanya 57. Another current 
order has come from an experienced 
catamaran owner, who has owned and 
sailed many Australian and internationally 
built cats, over an 18-year period.
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FOUNTAINE PAJOT SANYA 57088

MODEl Fountaine Pajot Sanya 57 

BUIlDER Fountaine Pajot

NAvAl ARCHITECT Berret Racoupeau

lENgTH OvERAll 17.26 metres (57 feet) 

BEAM  8.88 metres (29.3 feet) 

DRAFT  1.40 metres (4.6 feet)

DISPlACEMENT 21 tonnes 

ENgINE 2 x 75hp Diesel (2 x 110hp optional) 

MAINSAIl AREA 89 square metres

gENOA AREA 52 square metres

WATER TANk CAPACITY 1,050 litres

DIESEl TANk CAPACITY 1,100 litres

OWNER & gUEST ACCOMMODATION Standard layout: 5 double cabins with ensuite bathrooms/ 

Owner’s suite (Maestro) version: 1 owner’s cabin and 3 double cabins with ensuites

CREW ACCOMMODATION 1 / store

PRICE AS TESTED  AU$1.7m (approximately) – price subject to change due to currency exchange rate 

fluctuations and options

Already, the two newest models (the Sanya 57 and the 
Helia 44) are looking to be the most successful releases 
for the Fountaine Pajot catamaran yard in many years, 
says Elkington. Multihull Solutions has already sold five 
Helia 44s in Australia “off the plan”, sight unseen. Of 
these, four will be world cruising and one will be sailed 
in Western Australia. They are finalising a further three 
orders for delivery this year – one for charter, one that will 
cruise the South Pacific and one that will cruise Asia.

But it’s not all about designer good looks and space 
galore with the Sanya 57. This big new multihull delivers 
impressive sailing performance, aided by a relatively  
light displacement, for such a large catamaran, of only  
21 tonnes (unloaded). With an efficient hull form and  
a standard 141 square-metre sail plan, featuring an  
89 square-metre fully battened, square-topped mainsail 
and 52 square-metre genoa, the boat can put many sea 
miles in her wake over the longest passages. For owners 
seeking greater passagemaking-speed under sail, the 
Sanya can be ordered with a “Performance option”, 
which includes a taller mast supporting a larger main 
(108 square metres) and genoa (62 square metres) 
providing 20 percent greater sail area. A ‘screecher’ or 
Code Zero flown on a bow furler could be an option for 
enhancing downwind progress. 

So, what’s she like to sail? Well, other than getting 
accustomed to the massive beam and vast deck  
spaces ahead, sailing the Sanya is a breeze. Sitting  
high to starboard, the experience is a pleasure from  
the high-visibility helm station, fitted with a bimini  
for all-weather protection. 

A comfortable bench seat at the helm has been 
thoughtfully designed for another couple of people to 
enjoy the sailing experience right alongside the skipper, 
and with all lines and winches directly at hand ahead  
of the helm any sailing manoeuvres can be controlled 
from right there, with the boom also being easily 
accessible from the saloon rooftop. 

Underway the Sanya handles rough seas with ease 
and there’s a noticeable absence of pounding or spray, 
with the pitching common to many catamarans limited 
in the design of the Fountaine Pajot hulls optimised 
to absorb wave motion. The boat responds well, with 
good directional control from its twin rudders and 
positive feedback through the wheel. With its significant 
displacement, the Sanya feels solid and safe, even when 
sailing in strong wind conditions, which is important for  
a boat designed for long-range, bluewater cruising.

Despite the scale of the Sanya 57, it can be sailed 
by a short-handed crew of two – important for the 
typical cruising couple taking their catamaran on an 
offshore passage. But for live-aboard owners planning 
on spending months cruising, perhaps what impresses 
them more than the boat’s sailing ability, is the ‘luxury 
of space’ aboard. This is most pronounced in the light-
filled, 106 square-metre saloon on the main deck.

This vast area includes a luxuriously 
fitted-out lounge with a large sofa and 
coffee table (and dining table as optional 
extra). A forward-facing nav station (to 
port) with a comprehensive electronics 
suite is both practical and well designed 
for accessibility and views, and the boat 
can be navigated from here in inclement 
weather with the assistance of the 
autopilot. To the aft starboard side of the 
saloon is a large U-shaped, open-plan  
galley (the heart of the on-board 
entertainment areas) equipped with top-
brand, home-sized appliances and  
a generous range of storage options 
(including under the floor) for optimal 
extended cruising convenience. 

Integrating indoors and out, the galley 
opens directly onto a single level to a huge 
teak-laid lounge deck in the protected aft 
cockpit, accessed via a large slide-away 
door, to create a comfortably sheltered 
25 square-metre entertaining space. 
Featuring a large built-in lounge suite, a 
dining table to seat eight, a drinks fridge 
and a Weber barbecue, this deck is an 
entertainer’s heaven, offering unobstructed 
180-degree panoramic views. In the 
evenings at anchor, integrated ceiling 
lights illuminate the deck for dining and 
cocktails. Another innovative and relaxing 
touch is a double sun bed suspended over 
the water at the stern, atop the integrated 
fully moulded davit cover, which supports 
a 4.2 metre tender up to 500 kilograms.

The accommodation aboard the Sanya 
57 is equally impressive for a catamaran, 
sleeping up to 12, depending on the 
layout. There are two accommodation 
options in the hulls, with cabins accessed 
from the main saloon, via short flights of 
stairs to port and starboard. located off 
the passageways, the standard layout 
provides for six cabins (five with double 
beds and ensuites, and one crew  
cabin, in standard guise). They all enjoy  
excellent natural light and ventilation 
from opening ports both above and 
surrounding each cabin, with large 
windows affording surprisingly good views, 
so you don’t feel claustrophobic aboard. 

An optional Owner’s (Maestro) layout 
sees one dedicated ‘owner’s suite’ in 
one hull, and three double cabins in the 
other, plus a small crew cabin. Even for 
a catamaran approaching 60 feet, the 
available space and the quality of fit-out 
is outstanding and has been meticulously 
designed to offer the best of live-aboard 
luxury for a cruising cat of its size. 

The first ‘demonstrator’ Sanya 57 on 
show at Sydney recently is undergoing 
some modifications, including converting 
the owner’s side spare cabin into a walk-in 
robe, and converting the bow into a luxury 
laundry. It will shortly be available for 
purchase for around $1.95m. 
www.multihullsolutions.com.au

OYSTER NATURALE
Plenty of deck space 
forward gives you 
room to lounge.


